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INTRODUCTION 

In 2009 at the “Velocity Conference” a report “10 Deploys a Day” was presented by John 

Allspaw and Paul Hammond. This report highlighted the problem that the sharp development 

of a software development methodology (Agile), cloud computing technologies, operations, 

which prepares software builds and tranches, is unable to timely deliver to the customer a 

complete product [CON 2015]. The conference is considered to be the beginning of DevOps 

methodology, which aims to accelerate the works of software development and installations, as 

well as improve the quality of it [AZO 2014]. Tracy Ragan in her article [RAG 2014] marks 

the modern construction and installations development tendencies of tools. Tools that support 

software for the build and installations must be Model Driven due to the development of cloud 

computing technology, static scripts can no longer provide fast and efficient software for the 

construction and installation in the clouds [RAG 2014]. Lately, a lot of tools have appeared on 

the market that support the construction and installation of the Model–Driven software, such as 

Serena and Open Make company’s products, as well as many others [AZO 2014]. 

Configuration management leading specialists [УДО 2011 AIE 2010] note that today 

modern software development projects are developing very fast, so each new project is required 

to implement as soon as possible automation processes that provide quality support software 

construction and installations process. 

At present, most of the tools focus only on the construction and installation of the software, 

but pay little attention to other processes that directly affect the software build. Software 

configuration management is a discipline that reviews all the processes that affect the software 

construction and proper installation of the build and delivery to the customer. As the industry’s 

leading specialists [AIE 2010 MET 2002 УДО 2011] note, it is possible to build high–quality 

software from a source code  only if all the configuration management processes as a whole are 

organized qualitatively. Thus, in this Doctoral Thesis a configuration management concept will 

be discussed as widely as possible to identify as many factors as possible that affect the software 

builds. 

Analyzing the modern configuration management automation solutions and their 

development tendencies, it should be admitted that Solutions are oriented to Model–Driven 

Architecture format (MDA). First of all, Model Driven approach offered by the MDA allows 

reducing the human factor in the transition from requirements to implementations [OSE 2011]. 

Secondly, while developing cloud computing technologies, statically software build scripts no 

longer fit, because the solution is in the clouds and scripts cannot operate with absolute server 

addresses and the other related values [RAG 2014]. 

 

Topicality of the Theme 

The most important result of Configuration management process is a build from the source 

code software that is supplied to the customer. To accomplish this configuration management 

discipline manages the software source code and builds from it working software. 

If any of these actions take place unsuccessfully and the customer receives a non–working 

or low–quality software, the added value of a given software development project decreases. 

The quality standard of Software development industry requires the orderly and automated 

configuration management [AIE 2010]. In the source [УДО 2011] it is mentioned that one of 

the configuration management process actual certifications is the fact that CMMI (Capability 

Maturity Model Integration) standard configuration management process is just as important as 

the structured development and testing process. 
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The Statement of the Problem 

In the 21st century, when a software development approach develops rapidly and large and 

complex software is designed, it is often the beginning of a new project that is similar to an 

explosion. Already in a few days the customer is willing to obtain the first version of the 

software. Meanwhile, formal and automated process that builds the software is not ready yet. 

The so–called “master factor” arises, when one particular specialist knows how to prepare the 

software release notes from the local workstation using only his practical skills. This situation 

later causes unexpected errors in the configuration management process, as well as the process 

becomes highly dependent on the specific human competences. 

Today, there is the lack of scientifically–based approaches to configuration management 

process automation, which would use the formal and strictly defined path from process 

requirements to implementations. In addition, at the stage of implementation it should be 

possible to re–use existing implementations for individual parts of the process. This could speed 

up the configuration management process automation implementation time, because only 

specific parts of a given project should be developed from zero, instead of full automation 

implementations. 

 

The Aim of the Doctoral Thesis 

The aim of the present Thesis is to develop a Model–Driven approach and methodology for 

introduction of the configuration management process automation, which allows the 

introduction of automation to reduce the time and improve the quality of automation. 

Model–Driven approach to configuration management process automation introduction 

shows that with the help of models it is possible to automatically obtain the source code for 

automation process. Models conform to the MDA (Model Driven Architecture) format. The 

approach defines each model configuration management objective, main tasks and operating 

principles. New models and methods within the methodology that implement the proposed 

Model Driven approach principles have been developed. They allow one to automatically 

obtain the source code configuration management for automation.  

In the context of the present research, configuration management automation quality score 

is a number of erroneous software builds. Software build is the main result of the configuration 

management automation process; thus,  the fewer number of erroneous builds corresponds to a 

qualitative automation process.   

 

The Tasks of the Doctoral Thesis 

To reach the aim of the Thesis, the following tasks are set: 

 To explore the existing configuration management solutions for process automation 

implementation realizing the main problems and trends of solution development. 

 To identify the main benefits and disadvantages of the most recent configuration 

management automation solutions that meet modern trends. 

 To develop an approach, methodologies, models and techniques for automation 

configuration management process. The approach should focus on time reduction of 

automation implementation re–using the company’s existing automation solutions. 

 To develop a software prototype offered for model display automation.  

 To develop criteria for assessing the proposed approach. 

 To implement configuration management process automation in the software 

development projects and following detailed criteria to determine the benefits and 

drawbacks of the developed projects. 

 Based on the results of an experiment, to determine the benefits of approach, 

limitations, implementation risks, as well as make recommendations on the offered 

approaches and models for the implementation of a software development project. 
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 To define the further development and improvement directions of the proposed 

approach. 

 

Object and Subject of the Research 

The object of the research is software development and maintenance projects. 

The subject of the research is software configuration management process. 

 

The Hypotheses of Research 

Configuration management research is based on the fact that by developing sharp software 

development methodology, a software development project begins very rapidly compared, for 

example, with a waterfall methodology. This fact leads to the necessity to implement the 

automation of configuration management processes as quickly as possible so that the customer 

could receive the first version of the software as soon as possible. 

Developing a new approach and models for configuration management automation, the 

following hypotheses are proposed: 

 To reduce the time of configuration management automation implementation, one can 

re–use the already existing automation solutions that are already functioning in other 

software development projects. 

 The longer the configuration management automation solutions are used in different 

projects, the effectively they can be re–used by introducing configuration management 

process automation in the new software development project. 

The first hypothesis is based on the fact that it is faster to customize and configurate the 

existing solutions than to develop a completely new one from zero. Any development takes 

time, which is spent on development and testing of the solution. Re–using a solution this 

duration is less, because the development and retesting of a complete solution should not be 

repeated. If for the implementation of configuration management automation already existing 

solutions are re–used, only parts of the process specific to a particular project should be 

developed from zero. 

The second hypothesis is based on the fact that in the software completely all of the errors 

can not be detected during a testing phase. There are errors that can be discovered only while 

software is exploited in real life. Solutions that automate configuration management are not an 

exception. Thus, the longer this solution is used in configuration management processes, the 

more errors and failures can be detected and make this solution more stable. As a result, the 

efficiency of configuration management automation solution re–use will depend on how long 

a given solution is used. 

 

Research Methods 

In the research, the following methods are used: 

 Analysis of literature; 

 Simulation and metamodeling; 

 Model transformation; 

 Planning and organization of experiments. 

 

Scientific Novelty 

Scientific novelty of the research is as follows: 

 A new approach MTM (Model — Transformation — Model) has been developed for 

the implementation of configuration management process automation with the help of 

models, re–using already existing automation solutions. 
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 A new methodology EAF (Environment — Action — Framework) has been 

developed, which implements the new MTM approach and defines the principles and 

steps for the implementation configuration management automation. 

 New models have been developed to display the configuration management process in 

the methodology framework.  

 A new method has been developed to store reusable solutions of configuration 

management. 

  

Theoretical Value 

The theoretical value of this Thesis is as follows: 

 The definition of configuration management has been analyzed and the main tasks of 

configuration management have been defined. 

 Based on the  survey of literature about configuration management tasks, the 

configuration management process automation has been defined. 

 The existing solutions for automation configuration management have been analyzed 

and the solution development trends have been summarized. 

 A new approach, methodology, models and method for the implementation of 

configuration management automation based on MDA format have been developed. 

 Using MetaEdit+ tool, the modeling language has been developed, which allows 

implementing new concepts of MTM approach, defining models, transformations and 

additional elements for implementation of approach. 

 It has been clarified that the Model–Driven approach for implementing  a configuration 

management process helps toreduce the risk of human factor moving from process 

automation requirements to implementations. 

 

Practical Significance 

This Thesis has the following practical significance: 

 The experimental software prototype has been developed, which automates the 

generation and transformation of EAF methodology models. 

 The competence group composed for practical testing activities of EAF methodology 

has been established. The competence group comprised senior leaders and 

programmers at Tieto Latvia Ltd, whose daily work was related to configuration 

management processes. 

 Criteria for the EDF methodology evaluation has been developed, and it has been 

explained how to calculate the criteria scores. 

 Experiments have been conducted introducing configuration management automation 

in five software development and maintenance projects. Based on the results of 

experiment, practical benefits of the EAF methodology, differences from other 

configuration management automation solutions, methodology implementation risks 

have been defined. 

 A set of practical recommendations has been developed to implement configuration 

management automation in the new EAF methodology. 

Practical results of this Thesis can be used for software development companies that are 

willing to improve the efficiency of configuration management automation solution and to 

reduce the time needed to implement automation in new projects. 
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The Approbation of the Research Results 

The results of the research have been reported at 10 international conferences in Latvia, Italy, 

Turkey, France and Austria: 

 October 13, 2011. The 52nd International Scientific Conference of Riga Technical 

University, Riga, Latvia. 

 October 12, 2012. The 53rd International Scientific Conference of Riga Technical 

University, Riga, Latvia. 

 October 17, 2013. The 54th International Scientific Conference of Riga Technical 

University, Riga, Latvia. 

 October 14, 2014. The 55th International Scientific Conference of Riga Technical 

University, Riga, Latvia. 

 April 27, 2012. LLU Applied Information and Communication Technology 2012, 

Jelgava, Latvia. 

 April 27, 2013. LLU Applied Information and Communication Technology 2013, 

Jelgava, Latvia. 

 November 22–24, 2014. The 3rd International Conference on Systems, 

Communications, Computers and Applications (CSCCA"14), Florence, Italy. 

 December 15–17, 2014. The 13th International Conference on Telecommunications 

and Informatics TELE–INFO’14, Stambul, Turkey. 

 February  9–11, 2015. The 3rd International Conference on Model–Driven Engineering 

and Software Development MODELSWARD 2015, Angers, France. 

 March 15–17, 2015. International Conference on Applied Physics, Simulation and 

Computers, Vienna, Austria. 

The results of the research are presented in the following publications: 

1. Bartusevics A., Kotovs V., Novickis L. A Method for Effective Reuse–Oriented 

Software Release Configuration and Its Application in Insurance Area. In: Scientific 

Journal of Riga Technical University. Information Tehnology and Management 

Science, 15th series, RTU Publishing House, 2012, Riga, Latvia, pp. 111–115. 

(indexed: EBSCO, VINITI, Google Scholar). 

2. Bartusevics A., Kotovs V. Towards the Effective Reuse–Oriented Release 

Configuration Process. In: Proceedings of the 5th International Scientific Conference 

“Applied Information and Communication Tehnologies”, 2012, Jelgava, Latvia, 

pp. 99–103. (indexed: EBSCO, VINITI). 

3. Bartusevics A., A Methodology for Model–Driven Software Configuration 

Management Implementation and Support. In: Proceedings of the 6th International 

Scientific Conference “Applied Information and Communication Tehnologies”, 

2013, Jelgava, Latvia, pp. 252–258. (indexed: EBSCO, VINITI). 

4. Bartusevičs, A., Novickis, L., Bluemel, E. Intellectual Model–Based Configuration 

Management Conception. In: Scientific Journal of Riga Technical University. 

Applied Computer Systems. 2014/15, pp. 22.–27. ISSN 2255–8683. e–ISSN 2255–

8691. (indexed: EBSCO, VINITI, Google Scholar). 

5. Bartusevičs, A., Novickis, L. Model–Driven Software Configuration Management 

and Environment Model. In: Recent Advances in Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering. In: Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Systems, 

Communications, Computers and Applications (CSCCA"14), Italy, Florence, 

November22–24, 2014. Italy: WSEAS Press, 2014, pp. 132–140. ISBN 978–960–

474–399–5. ISSN 1790–5117. (Will  indexed: SCOPUS). 

6. Bartusevičs, A., Novickis, L., Lesovskis, A. Model–Driven Software Configuration 

Management and Semantic Web in Applied Software Development. In: Proceedings 

of the 13th International Conference on Telecommunications and Informatics 
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(TELE–INFO '14), Istanbul, Turkey December 15–17, 2014, pp. 108.–116. (Will  

indexed: SCOPUS). 

7. Bartusevičs, A., Novickis, L. Models for Implementation of Software Configuration 

Management. In: Procedia Computer Science. Valmiera, Latvia: 2014, pp. 3–10. 

(Will  indexed: SCOPUS). 

8. Bartusevičs, A., Novickis, L., Leye, S. Implementation of Software Configuration 

Management Process by Models: Practical Experiments and Learned Lessons. In: 

Scientific Journal of Riga Technical University. Applied Computer Systems. No.16, 

2014, RTU Press, pp. 26–32. ISSN 2255–8683. e–ISSN 2255–8691. (indexed: 

EBSCO, VINITI, Google Scholar). 

9. Bartusevics, A., Novickis, L. Model–Based Approach for Implementation of 

Software Configuration Management Process. International Conference 

MODELSWARD 2015, France, Anxhe, 9–11 February. (Will  be indexed: 

SCOPUS). 

10. Bartusevičs, A., Novickis, L. Towards the Model–Driven Software Configuration 

Management Process. In: Scientific Journal of Riga Technical University. 

Information Technology and Management Science. Vol.17, 2014, pp. 32–38. ISSN 

2255–9086. e–ISSN 2255–9094. (indexed: EBSCO, VINITI, Google Scholar). 

11. Bartusevičs, A., Lesovskis, A., Novickis, L. Semantic Web Technologies and 

Model–Driven Approach for the Development and Configuration Management of 

Intelligent Web–Based Systems. In: Proceedings of the 2015 International 

Conference on Circuits, Systems, Signal Processing, Communications and 

Computers, Austria, Vienna, March 15–17, 2015. Vienna: 2015, pp. 32–39. ISBN 

978–1–61804–285–9. ISSN 1790–5117. (Will indexed: SCOPUS) 

 

The Structure of the Doctoral Thesis 

The Doctoral Thesis consists of an introduction, five chapters, conclusions, bibliography and 

appendices. The volume of the Thesis is 228 pages, it contains 55 figues and 30 tables. The 

bibliography contains 115 reference sources. 

In the introduction of this thesis, the topicality of the research is stated, the aim and tasks of 

the research are formulated, hypotheses are put forward, research methods are defined, 

scientific novelty is described and practical importance of research results is provided, as well 

as the approbation of research results is reflected. 

In Chapter 1, the software configuration management concept is defined and configuration 

management main tasks are determined. Based on the literature analysis, configuration 

management process automation it defined. Chapter 1 analyzes the existing solutions for 

automation of configuration management tasks, defines the main problems and solutions in 

today’s trends. 

Chapter 2 analyzes the existing approaches and tools for automation of configuration 

management that uses MDA format and key principles. Based on the results of the analysis, 

deficiencies in existing approaches are identified. In Chapter 2, the signs of configuration 

management approach are given, which prevent the identified weaknesses in existing solutions.  

  Chapter 3 describes a newly developed MTM approach to configuration management of 

automation implementation with the help of models. A new EAF methodology for MTM 

approach implementation is offered, whose development is based on the MDA format. For the 

implementation of a new methodology, the author of the Doctoral Thesis defines new models 

and according to the meta–models configuration management process for display, as well as 

models of transformation laws that allow one to change patterns at the abstraction level. The 

methodology proposes implementing configuration management process automation, using 
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existing automations for certain configuration management tasks. The method for storage of 

existing configuration management automation solutions is developed. 

In Chapter 4, a new EAF methodology is tested. Evaluation criteria of methodology are 

provided and the theoretical approbation are described. During the methodology testing, five 

software development projects have been implemented. As a result of experiment, benefits and 

drawbacks of methodology have been defined. By analyzing the benefits, weaknesses, reviewer 

feedbacks obtained by publishing the methodology theoretical foundations in inventories of 

scientific conferences, it has been found out  that existing benefits may be increased, but the 

number of shortages can be reduced by making improvements in the methodology. 

In Chapter 5, the development of improved version of EAF methodology is described. The 

main objective in development is to prevent through experiments opened weaknesses and to 

take into account the remarks made by the reviewers of scientific articles who got acquainted 

with the EDF methodology. During repeated experiments, it has been shown that the 

weaknesses have been prevented and the benefits increased. At the end of the chapter, 

deficiency rectification activities are described. Based on the comparison of results of the first 

and second round of experiments, methodology key benefits are defined, differences from other 

configuration management automation approaches are determined, as well as methodology 

implementation risks are identified and future development directions are defined. 

In the final part of this Thesis, the main results of the research are provided, aims and tasks 

are substantiated, the hypotheses are proven, as well as possible future research directions are 

listed. 

1. THE RESEARCH OF SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 

MANAGEMENT 

The Definition of Software Configuration Management 

As a result of literary analysis [AIE 2010, BER 2003, DEP 2010, PAU 2007, MET 2002, 

KAN 2005, CON 2002, GLO 2012, BRU 2004, DAR 2001, WES 2005, MEL 2006, BEL 2005, 

VAC 2006, WIK 2013, ОРЛ 2011, ЛАП 2004, УДО 2011, ЗАМ 2008], more than 20 different 

definitions are found, which explain the concept of configuration management. In the found 

definitions, common parts have been joined and, as a result, a configuration management 

process has been defined.  

Configuration Management software is a set of processes that identify and control software 

items and their process of evolution, provide guidelines for the build and installation process of 

software as well as make the software item status tracking. 

Configuration Management software has the following main tasks: 

 Item identification of configuration; 

 Version control of configuration item; 

 Finished product building (preparation process of tranche or installation packages 

(building engineering)); 

 The installation of finished product (deployment); 

 The parallel development support (with configuration items at the same time working 

on a number of developers) (branching)); 

 Metrics collection for configuration item changes, versions and different product 

configurations; 

 Configuration item accounting and audit. 

When analyzing the literature, the main configuration management definitions and main 

tasks have been found out. Due to the fact that the aim of the Thesis is to develop an approach 
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and methodology for configuration management automation, based on the obtained information 

of this chapter, configuration management automation will be defined. 

Solutions of Configuration management automation — software, which implements 

configuration management tasks defined in this chapter by minimizing human intervention. 

Automation is mainly focused on version control, source code management, software building 

development, software installation. 

Thus, the wording “to develop automation for configuration management”  within the 

framework of the research means to develop a set of software (scripts, libraries, frameworks), 

which with minimal human intervention is able to perform configuration management tasks 

defined in this chapter, mainly version control, source code management, building and 

installation development. 

In this chapter, automation of software configuration management is defined. Automation 

needs to solve the following tasks: version control, source code management, product builds 

and installations, metrics collection. 

During the research five important features have been identified, which characterize the 

process of modern configuration management: the process solves complex of all tasks, the 

process is the Model Driven, You are able to use the existing tools and scripts in the new Model–

Driven automation solution, version control works not only with a code, but also with models 

to be able to support projects with the MDD (Model Driven Development) approach and the 

process does not conflict with the quality standards. 

The next chapter analyzes configuration management automation solutions, which 

correspond to  the Model–Driven Architecture format. For each approach the following factors 

will be evaluated:  

 Compliance of approaches for Model–Driven Architecture principles; 

 Access area, resolving configuration management tasks; 

 The possibility to use existing tools or scripts as well as create new solutions, which 

can be applied repeatedly. 

 

2. MODEL–DRIVEN SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 

General Principles of Model–Driven Architecture 

Model–Driven Architecture initially has been designed for software development. Model–

Driven development is application of models during software development lifecycle. MDA is 

related to such development methodologies, where the use of models is the main approach to 

obtain primary artefacts, where knowledge about software is represented by a particular 

modelling language.  

Model in the context of MDA is the description of system or part of system using a language 

with strong defined syntax and semantics and this language should be readable by a computer. 

Each particular system could be defined by different models; however, strong relations should 

be defined between mentioned models (e.g., full — part, where one model defines general 

aspects of system, but the other model provides detailed information about a particular part of 

system). Nowadays MDA has strong relations with UML; this fact allows reducing risks of 

invalid model translations; however, domain specific languages expect some different notations 

instead of UML [DON 2011, OSI 2011].  

MDA allows designing models with a high level of abstraction and these models are 

independent of particular platforms where they should be applied. The mentioned models could 

be stored in special centralized repositories. MDA contains the following technologies: unified 

modeling language (UML), metaobject facilities (MOF), interchange of XML metadata (XML 
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Metadata Interchange — XMI) and common warehouse metamodel (CWM) [DON 2011, OSI 

2011].  

Transformation of models is a unified process to convert a model with a particular level of 

abstraction to other model with a different abstraction level; however, equivalence should be 

saved between the mentioned models. Transformations between different models are basics of 

a model–driven approach. Each model could be represented as a UML diagram, OCL 

specification or a set of text. Model–driven approach defines a set of kinds of models. These 

models could be abstract (related to functionality of system) or concrete, which describe 

relations with a particular platform, technology or implementation. There are the following 

kinds of models in the MDA: 

 CIM — Computation Independent Model;  

 PIM — Platform Independent Model;  

 PSM — Platform Specific Model;  

 Code Model or ISM (Implementation Specific Model.  

There are options to make the following transformations in the context of MDA approach: 

CIM to PIM, PIM to PSM and PSM to Code Model. It is also possible to make transformations 

without changing the abstraction level. Many models with a lower level of abstraction could be 

related to one model with a high level of abstraction, for example, from one PIM model many 

PSM models could be created and each PSM model will represent information for a different 

platform. General MDA process is provided in Fig. 2.1. 

 
Fig. 2.1. Model–Driven Architecture. 

 

Model–Driven Approaches for Software Configuration Management 

Model–driven software configuration management [PIN 2009] contains models, a number 

of definitions of meta–models and recommendations on how to improve relations between 

configuration management and software development. The above–mentioned study describes a 

tool called Model–Driven Configuration Editor. This tools has been developed in the Eclipse 

environment using Eclipse Modeling Framework and Graphical Modeling Framework. 

Transformations between models are implemented by openArchitectureWare (oAW). The 

study provides guidelines on how to design another tool for modeling the software 

configuration management process. 
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The approach described in  [PIN 2009] has the following advantages: 

 Conception of merging software configuration management and model–driven 

development; 

 The abstract model of product configuration; 

 Instructions on how to improve and extend a tool for support of model–driven software 

configuration management. 

There are the following conclusions about the approach described in the study [PIN 2009]: 

 The provided approach is oriented to projects with a model–driven development 

approach. There are no suggestions on how to apply the provided approach in projects 

with classic methodologies of development, where main artefacts are a source code 

instead of models. 

 Approach is oriented only to one of the main tasks of software configuration 

management — identification of software configuration items. 

 Approach contains all main elements from general model–driven architecture: there 

are meta–models, model creation rules, implementation of PIM and PSM is provided. 

The study [PIN 2009] provides an abstract approach for implementation of model–driven 

software configuration management. The provided approach is oriented to the identification of 

software items; the items could be the following: 

 Hardware components; 

 Software components; 

 Source code files and documentation files. 

Each group of the above–mentioned software configuration items contains a meta–model. 

From this meta–model the PIM model could be created. Finally, the PIM model could be 

transformed to the PSM model using special transformation rules. The main result of the 

mentioned modelling process is XML files, which describe configuration items and their 

structure. Example of PIM model is provided in Fig. 2.2. 

 

Fig. 2.2. PIM model. 

Figure 2.3. represents the PSM model created by transformations from the mentioned PIM 

model. The PSM model is related to Eclipse IDE. 
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Fig. 2.3. PSM model. 

Finally, the model provided in Fig. 2.3. could be transformed to an XML file, which will be 

parsed by a software configuration management tool. 

The study [GIE 2009] describes a software configuration management process in general. 

The main principles of software configuration management are taken from the ITIL framework 

(Information Technology Infrastructure Library). Software configuration management process 

is represented by different components. Each component has a meta–model, which allows 

making an abstract software configuration management model. The next step of approach 

describes how to transform this abstract model to a platform specific model. The approach is 

based on main principles of MDA. The models allows describing a software configuration 

management process with a different level of abstraction to improve a general overview of 

process. The study describes a tool for implementation of model–driven software configuration 

management. The abstract model of software configuration management has been designed for 

ITSM (IT Service Management). Figure 2.4 provides an example of the above–mentioned 

model. 

 

  

Fig. 2.4. Abstract model of software configuration management. 

The approach [GIE 2009] provides the following kinds of models: 

 Model of management tools; 

 Model of configuration management database (CMDB); 

 Model of data repository (MDR). 

Relations provided in Fig. 2.4 (Query/Update) should be implemented by transformations 

between different kinds of models. There are no practical examples of implementation of the 

mentioned transformations. 
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The approach provided in the study [CAL 2012] is oriented to improve the integration of 

different tools using the software configuration management process for automation. There are 

a number of different tools that should be integrated together to support an end–to–end software 

configuration management process: version control tools, bug tracking systems, continuous 

integration tools, building and deployment tools etc. Usually all these tools work independently. 

There is a lack of integration between these tools. The authors of [CAL 2012] think that 

improvement of integration of the mentioned tools could improve general automation of 

software configuration management process. To improve the mentioned integration between 

different tools, the authors of [CAL 2012] provide  a general concept for each kind of tools. 

Finally, the approach provides a task ontology for software configuration management process. 

This ontology could be used as a general model of software configuration management. The 

main scope of this model is to show integrations between different kinds of tools. Ontology is 

oriented to a version control task, which is one of the main tasks of software configuration 

management. 

There are the following conclusions about the study [CAL 2012]: 

 Ontology for an abstract software configuration management process is provided. The 

provided ontology is independent of a concrete tool or a platform. 

 The provided ontology could be used as a baseline for a platform independent model. 

Principles of ontology are based on the elements of ISO standards and Subversion 

version control system. 

 Ontology is oriented to the integration of different kinds of software configuration 

management tools. 

 There are no suggestions on how to obtain the PSM model from the provided ontology. 

The study [CAL 2012] is not a single attempt to apply artificial intelligent methods to 

automate configuration of tools using the software configuration management process. There 

are a number of studies related to the configuration of project management tools using artificial 

intelligent methods for integration of different tools [BER 2012, BER 2011]. 

Analyzing the Configuration Management Model–Driven solutions, approaches and their 

development trends [PIN 2009, GIE 2009, BUC 2009, CAL 2012, KR 2014, FIT 2014, FUG 

2014, CRA 2008] have been explored, as well as the latest tools for Model–Driven approach 

practical realization [OPE 2014, SER 2014, AZO 2014] have been studied. The compliance of 

solutions for MDA format and comments are provided in Table 2.1. 

Analyzing the latest tools, which introduce the process of Model–Driven configuration 

management [OPE 2014, SER 2014, AZO 2014], the main benefits and disadvantages found 

by the author of this Thesis have been summarized. The most essential achievements in tools 

[OPE in 2014, SER 2014 AZO 2014] are as follows: 

 The majority of the analyzed tools are consistent with the key principles of Model–

Driven approach. Tools allow one to relatively quickly model the configuration 

management process of software development project, and then implement to specific 

technologies and platforms. 

 Configuration management process is reviewed and easily configurable thanks to the 

intuitive understandable users’ graphical direct exposure. Configuration manager 

forms the build scenarios of product with mouse clicks instead of writing huge scripts.  

 Tools are fully in line with modern trends in the software development industry. The 

possibility of establishing parallel builds has been implemented, the system has been 

configured, which is capable to perform several dozen builds a day. Mostly all tools 

have built–in functions that support the processes of build formation also in the clouds. 

Consequently, one no longer has to write statically scripts for each project separately. 
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Table 2.1  

Comparison of Model–Driven Solutions for Software Configuration Management 
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Comments 

[PIN 2009] + + +/– +/– Best of all mentioned solutions in a 

substantive way, because there is a 

partial solution to the meta–model, a 

tool that performs model 

transformations. 

[GIE 2009] +/– +/– – +/– A purely theoretical solution, no 

specific details of how this solution can 

be implemented. The approach is 

oriented to the only one technology. 

[BUC 2009] – A purely 

theoretical 

solution 

– +/– The solution is oriented only to the 

version control rather than to the 

configuration management process as a 

whole. 

[CAL 2012] +/– +/– +/– +/– Although the solution does not comply 

with the general principles of Model–

Driven approach, there is an important 

problem highlighted, which must be 

taken into account in the Model–Driven 

configuration management solution 

development — mutual integration of 

tools. At the theoretical level, as a 

solution it is offered to create an abstract 

integration model for tools that support 

the configuration management process. 

 

Gathering information from sources [OPE in 2014, SER 2014 AZO 2014], it has been 

concluded that the tools have also disadvantages: 

 Mainly all the tools are oriented to the following configuration management tasks: 

construction and installation management, product release note preparation to the 

customer and metrics collection. However, hardly any tool pays sufficient attention to 

management automation of source code. In turn, without the deliberative source code 

management construction and installation process cannot be qualitative [AIE 2010].  

 By implementing the configuration management process with tools, which are 

mentioned in these sources [OPE 2014, SER 2014, AZO 2014], lower abstraction level 

models (scripts, project structure, compilation algorithms etc.) are defined. If they are 

ignored, the solution will not work correctly. Often, however, the company has its own 

specificities and approach to different script and project configuration. The company 

will hardly be ready to apply the solutions and approaches that have been tested for 

years. For example, if implementing some of the new building and installation tools, 

it will be necessary for all Java projects to remake classes and package structure, 

unlikely the company will be ready for that, while the customer most likely will not 

want to pay for this activity.  
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF MTM APPROACH AND EAF 

METHODOLOGY 

Definition and General Description of MTM Approach 

MTM (Model — Transformation — Model) — a newly developed approach to obtain the 

source code for automation of software configuration management process. MTM Approach 

provides that all configuration management processes are managed by a re–executed exit code 

from a special configuration management server. This exit code is obtained automatically, 

sequentially modeling configuration management automation processes. Models conform to the 

MDA format. It is intended that software development in a company, which uses MTM, has 

been implemented in the solution database that holds re–usable source code units for certain 

configuration management tasks for individual platforms. The solution database stores 

mentioned source code units following certain techniques that have been developed and later 

upgraded within this Thesis. 

MTM approach ensures that in the beginning a Configuration Manager simulates the 

configuration management process regardless of a specific platform. Later, it is supplemented 

with the implementation details, which configuration manager obtains from the solution 

database. A platform specific model is formed for a specific configuration management process. 

Finally, from this model the source code is automatically generated for configuration 

management process automation. In Fig. 3.1, you can see the MTM approach scheme.  

 

Software Configuration Management Domain

Software Configuration 
Management in a Project

Software Development Enterprise

Solution Database

Implementation process

Model 1
(Platform independent model)

Model 3
(Code Model)

Choose implementation

Generates

Software Configuration 
Management Server

Implements

Configuration 
Manager

Configuration 
Manager

Model 2
(Implementation for particular 

platform)

Transformējas

 
Fig. 3.1. MTM elements and relations. 

 

EAF Methodology for Implementation of MTM Principles  

Methodology objective is to define the implementation steps of configuration management 

automation and to provide an opportunity for a new process to use theb already existing 

solutions. EAF is an abbreviation of of the methodology “Environment — Action — 

Framework”. The EAF methodology implements MTM approach principles, implementing 

models visible in Fig. 3.1 (Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3), as well as the solution database and 

model transformation rules. A gradual transition from one model to another, using the model 

transformation rules, defines configuration management automation source code formation 

steps. The re–use of solution allows reducing the implementation time of automation, thus 

minimizing the risk of unexpected errors that occur when all solutions are developed from 

scratch. Development of EAF methodology is organized by many iterations. Results of the 

mentioned iterations are described in papers [BAR 2012a, BAR 2012b, BAR 2013, BAR 

2014f]. 
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During the development of the EAF methodology the following concepts have been 

introduced: 

1. Project — a software development project, within which configuration management 

is described. 

2. Company — a specific company, which implements software development projects. 

3. Configuration Manager — a user, who using the EDF methodology performs 

modeling and implements configuration management process automation in the 

project. 

4. Configuration management solution warehouse (SCMWarehouse) — a structure, 

where all configuration management automation solutions are held within the 

company. 

5. The management system of configuration management solution warehouse — an 

application that manages the information at SCMWarehouse. 

6. Platform — a specific operating system, in which a  configuration management 

process exit code is implemented. 

7. Configuration management server (SCMServer) — a centralized server, from 

which the execution of configuration management exit code is managed. The server is 

focused on a specific platform. 

8. Environment — a set of infrastructure, in which the developed software (application 

servers, databases, external system interfaces, etc.) is located. Each environment is 

designed for a specific activity in software development life cycle, for example, 

development, testing, quality acceptance testing of exploitation, etc. 

9. Action — the activity in the configuration management automation process. Usually 

the activity solves one of the main configuration management tasks, such as: creation 

of the software build, source code management, software installation in one of media, 

etc. 

The EAF methodology contains the following elements: 

 Environment Model metamodel — a modeling language for the Environment Model 

development. 

 Environment Model (EM) — a configuration management process model that 

represents all the specific project environments, among which the change occurs in the 

transmission of software. 

 Source Code Branching Model (SCBM) — a model that illustrates the laws of 

software source code management depending on the Environment Model, shows what 

branches of source code correspond to what environments and in which way a source 

code changes transmission (merge) between the different branches. 

 Platform Independent Action Model (PIAM) — a model that shows what actions 

are to be taken to transfer the software changes between instances in the Environment 

model. In this model, activities do not contain any implementation details and do not 

depend on any platforms. 

 Platform Independent Action Model metamodel — a modeling language for the 

PIAM model development.  

 Platform Specific Action Model (PSAM) — an extended variant of the PIAM model. 

Unlike the PIAM, this model contains all the information on the operation 

implementations: platform specific tools, scripts, instruction manual. 

 Service Model — a model that shows the mutual integration tool. Model contains the 

pairs of tools. For each tool located in a particular pair, there is a set of functions or 

methods to call up the second pair of tools. Service Model is required for different tool 

integration description. If the PSAM model can see the tools needed for the analysis 

of configuration management activities, then the service model shows how tools work 
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with each other (integrate) to be able to maintain a full–fledged configuration 

management operation flow. 

 Service detection algorithm — an algorithm that depending on the tools of PSAM 

model determines tool pairs, or services. During the implementation of PSAM model 

the configuration manager in the beginning has to implement services, which are 

determined by a service detection algorithm. 

 The transformation laws "E–> S" — a set of laws that operate with the Environment 

model and prepare the appropriate source code branching model. 

 The transformation laws "E–> S" — a set of laws that operate with the Environment 

model and prepare the appropriate PIAM model. 

 Solution Choice Module (SCMWarehouse) — a storage, where all the company 

existing configuration management solutions are stored. 

Figure 3.2 demonstrates the EAF methodology general framework. Activities and 

methodology key steps are marked by arrows. “Configuration Manager” is a user, who 

implements company configuration management processes and produces various models. 

 

Environment Model (EM)

PIAM

(Platform Independent Action Model)

Environment meta-model PIAM meta-model

Transformation Module
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Rules
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(Source Code Branching Model)

Pass

2.1. Transformation

Pass

3. CreatesService Model
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Pass
4. Transformation

Configuration 
Manager

Configuration 
Manager

Uses

1. 
Creates 
Model

2.2. 
Transformation

Uses

Uses

Uses

 
Fig. 3.2. General scheme of EAF methodology. 

  

It is intended that the company develops the Choice Module of Solutions that in a structured 

manner holds all the company’s solutions for configuration management activities. The EAF 

methodology contains four main steps: 
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 Configuration Manager makes the Environment Model for a specific software 

development project.  

 Transformation laws “E–>S” and “E–>P” convert the Environment Model into SCBM 

and PIAM models. At this point, the user knows what source code repository branches 

should be built to maintain a source code base for each environment from the 

Environment model. Configuration management activities are also known that are 

required to transfer the changes between environments.  

 Using activities in the PIAM model, a Configuration Manager from a Solution Choice 

module chooses one specific solution for each activity. As a result, the PIAM model 

expands to the PSAM model that contains information about platforms, tools, scripts, 

etc. 

 PSAM model is processed by a Service detection algorithm that determines tool pairs 

for integration.  

Finally, both the tool integration and the PSAM model are implemented in the project 

configuration management problem domain. The EAF methodology is ending when in a 

configuration management problem domain a source code management system is implemented 

according to the SCBM model, all integration shown in the SM model is implemented, and the 

PSAM model is implemented.  

Meta–Model for the Environment Model 

The scope of the Environment Model is to show all flows of software changes between 

different environment. Meta–model is a source for creation of the Environment Model. Each 

flow of software changes is related to a particular event. One event could have multiple flows. 

For example, an event called “Move changes from DEV to TEST environment” could have two 

flows. The first one represents a flow of changes from DEV to TEST1 environment. In this 

case, environment TEST1 is used only for validation of a particular software build. If this build 

is valid, it could be installed on TEST environment by the second flow of the mentioned event. 

In this case, TEST environment is used for real testing process. Only builds that are validated 

in TEST1 environment could be installed to TEST. The Environment Model should provide 

information about all flows and events related to transfer of software changes between different 

environments in a particular project. The Environment Model could be created by software 

configuration management that should make decision about environments, events and flows.  

Graphical Representation of Elements and Examples 

Table 3.1 contains information about elements of meta–model of the Environment Model. 

Each element contains a set of attributes, which should be fulfilled during the modelling 

process. 

Table 3.1 

Elements of the Environment Model 

Name/Graphical 

representation 

Attributes and description 

Actor 

 

Software developer who makes changes in a source code. 

Attributes: 

Name 

Description 

Additional information about a developer 

Environment 

DEV(TEST)  

Environment or instance where software is stored. 

Usually it is a set of infrastructure (application servers, 

database servers, firewalls etc.), in other words — all that 

needed to run particular software. Each environment has 

the following attributes: 
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Name — name of environment. 

Description 

CustumerSupportFlag — flag that shows a particular 

environment supported by a customer. 

DevelopmentFlag — a flag that shows whether 

developers make changes in the software manually or 

changes could be installed only by build. In other words, 

this flag separates development environments from other 

environments (test, qa, prod, etc.). 

Original environment flag. It shows the scope of 

environment. If value of this attribute is “Y”, it means that 

the environment could be used for a real process, for 

example, testing. If a value of this attribute is “N”, it 

means that the environment should be used only for 

validation of software build or continuous integration but 

not for a real process.  

OriginalEnvironmentName — if a particular 

environment is not used for a real process, but only for 

validation of build, this attribute contains the name of 

original environment. For example, if TEST1 

environment should be used to validate builds for TEST 

environment, the value of attribute 

OriginalEnvironmentName should be ‘TEST’. 

ConfigurationItemFlow 

1
 

Represents a way, by which changes should be transferred 

from one environment to other. Attributes: 

Name — a name of a particular flow and short description 

about the meaning of particular flow. 

Sequence — a sequence of a particular flow in the related 

event. 

Source — an environment, where the software changes 

are stored. 

Goal — an environment, where changes should be 

transferred. 

Description — additional information about a particular 

flow. 

 

Event 

h_dev_test

1

 

Defines an event for representing transfer of changes from 

one environment to some others. Attributes: 

Name 

ConfigurationItemFlows — an array of 

ConfigurationItemFlows. 

Description — additional information about a particular 

event. 

AllChangesMoveFlag — a flag that shows amount of 

changes, which should be transferred between 

environments (all new changes or only particular 

changes). 
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Meta–Model for Platform Independent Action Model 

Platform independent action model (PIAM) shows all actions needed to implement all flows 

of changes defined by the Environment Model. The aim of PIAM model is to show all software 

configuration management actions and all related attributes to implement the Environment 

Model. Values of attributes in the PIAM model are empty, because this model is independent 

of any platform and technology. 

Table 3.2 

PIAM Actions and Attributes 

Name Identification Description 

Development of 

software changes 

DEVELOPMENT Simulates action of development 

of source code and rules related 

to the mentioned development. 

Saving changes in 

version control 

repository 

COMMIT_CHANGES Defines rules and 

implementations how to save 

any changes in the version 

control system and how to 

manage different versions of a 

source code. 

Preparing baseline 

for a particular 

environment 

PREPARE_BASELINE Defines the approach of 

management of source code, 

branching and merging 

strategies, how to prepare 

promotion branches, baselines 

etc. Provides also details about 

technical implementation of the 

mentioned approach and 

strategy. 

Software building COMPILE_BUILD Defines the approach how to 

build software from a source 

code and all related 

implementations (scripts, tools, 

etc.) 

Software 

deployment 

(installation) 

INSTALL_BUILD Defines the deployment 

approach in a particular project 

and its implementation. 

Software delivery 

for a customer 

PRODUCT_DELIVERY Defines the approach how to 

deliver ready software to a 

customer, how to prepare build, 

installation guides and other 

related documentation. 

Notification about 

updates of 

environment 

ENV_UPDATE_NOTIFICATION Defines environment post 

update actions. 

 

Elements of PIAM meta–model are related to main principles and practices of software 

configuration management. Process could be decomposed to multiple tasks and implementation 

of these tasks should be centralized, manageable and reusable [AIE 2010, BER 2003]. PIAM 

model contains information not only about software configuration management tasks but also 

about continuous integration server or, in other words, configuration management server. This 

server implements centralized place where all tasks should be implemented [AIE 2010, PAU 
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2007, MET 2002]. Table 3.2 contains information about software configuration management 

actions in the context of PIAM. 

Table 3.3 contains attributes of PIAM actions with a short description. 

 

Table 3.3. 

Attributes of PIAM Actions 

Attribute Description 

Platform Name of platform, where a particular action should be 

implemented 

SolutionName Name of solution. 

NeededTools Tools needed for implementation of a particular solution. 

LocationsOfSolutions Locations of reusable solutions related to a particular action 

(scripts, tools, implementation guides etc.) 

Description Additional description notes about the implementation of a 

particular action. 

 

To apply all actions for software configuration management, a continuous integration server 

or a configuration management server should be implemented. The PIAM model allows 

describing such a server and contains an element called “Continuous Integration Server” with 

the following attributes: 

 Platform — a platform name, where a configuration management server should be 

implemented, 

 ToolName — a name of continuous integration server, 

 InstallationNotes — notes about the implementation of a particular server, 

 LocationOfSolutions — locations of reusable scripts to setup continuous integration 

server (if such scripts are). 

Additional elements in the PIAM meta–model are Events. All Events should be copied from 

the Environment Model together with all related flows. Finally, the PIAM model shows all 

configuration management actions needed to apply each flow of each event from the 

Environment Model. 

The PIAM model represents only empty attributes for each mentioned element, no details 

about platform and implementation are given. Figure 3.3 represents the structure of elements 

of the PIAM model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3. Elements of PIAM meta–model. 
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ContinuousIntegrationServer

Platform: <name> ToolName: <name> InstallationNotes: <notes> LocationsOfSolutions: <locations>

All Actions:

Action1

Action2

Action3

….

ActionN

Event: <name>

ConfigurationItemFlow: <name>

ConfigurationItemFlow: <name>

Action: <name>

Action: <name>

Action: <name>

Action: <name>

Event: <name>

ConfigurationItemFlow: <name>

ConfigurationItemFlow: <name>

Action: <name>

Action: <name>

Action: <name>

Action: <name>

Graphical representation of the PIAM model is provided in Fig. 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 3.4. Graphical representation of the PIAM model. 

 

Implementation of Platform Specific Action Model 

The aim of platform specific action model (PSAM) is to define the implementation details 

of a particular platform for all configuration management actions defined by the PIAM. All 

attributes of all elements, which are empty in the PIAM model, should be fulfilled in the PSAM 

model. It means that the PSAM model is an extended variant of PIAM, where details about the 

implementation for a particular platform are given. 

The main scope of the PSAM model is the following: 

 Storing information about different reusable solutions for each action, 

 Managing available solutions for each action for different platforms, 

 Adding new reusable solutions for any actions. 
To achieve main goals of the PSAM model, a Solution Selecting Module has been designed. 

The module is represented in Fig. 3.5. 

 

Solution Database

Solution Selecting Form

New Solution Form

 
Fig. 3.5. Solution Selecting Module. 

 

Elements represented in Fig. 3.5. have the following description: 

 Solution Database — stores information about reusable solutions for each action for 

different platforms. 

 Solution Selecting Form — allows choosing a particular reusable solution for 

software configuration management actions. 
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 New Solution Form — allows adding a new solution to a Solution database if the 

database does not contain the necessary reusable solution for a particular action. 

Figure 3.6 represents an entity–relationship diagram for the Solution Database. This ER 

diagram contains basic requirements for the Solution Database to apply main principles of the 

PSAM model. 

 
Fig. 3.6. Solution Database. 

 

The algorithm for creation of PSAM model is the following: 

1. Getting the PIAM model in the XML format. 

2. Parsing element “Actions” and adding each action in the Solution Selecting Form. 

3. Software configuration manager works with the Solution Selecting Form. For each 

action one reusable solution from the Solution Database should be selected and 

approved by selecting form. Then solutions for all actions are defined, XML file of 

PIAM model should be fulfilled with details about reusable solution. 

4. If software configuration manager detects that some action has not acceptable solution 

in the database, he should enter a new solution using a New Solution Form. Then a 

new solution is inserted in the database, the configuration manager returns to step ‘3’. 

Figure 3.7 represents an application of basic EAF models for the following environments: 

o DEV — a development environment, 

o TEST — a test environment, 

o Pre_TEST — an environment for testing of builds for a real test environment, 

o QA — a quality–accepting environment. 

Each original environment has a baseline of source code also represented in Fig. 3.7. Finally, 

models are implemented using Jenkins continuous integration server. 
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ContinuousIntegrationServer

Platform: <Value> ToolName: <value> InstallationNotes: <value> LocationsOfSolutions: <value>

Events

dev test qa

ConfigurationItemFlows

dev:1

Action: DEVELOPMENT <attributes>

Action: COMMIT_CHANGES <attributes>

test:1

Action: PREPARE_BASELINE 

<attributes>

Action: COMPILE_BUILD <attributes>

Action: INSTALL_BUILD <attributes>

test:2

Action: INSTALL_BUILD <attributes>

qa:1

Action: PREPARE_BASELINE <attributes>

Action: COMPILE_BUILD <attributes>

Action: PRODUCT_DELIVERY <attributes>

Action: ENV_UPDATE_NOTIFICATION 

<attributes>

ContinuousIntegrationServer

Platform: Linux SUSE 11 ToolName: Jenkins
InstallationNotes: 

CM_TOOLS/notes/jenkins

LocationsOfSolutions: 

CM_TOOLS/notes/jenkins

Events

dev test qa

ConfigurationItemFlows

dev:1

Action: DEVELOPMENT <Real values>

Action: COMMIT_CHANGES <Real values>

test:1

Action: PREPARE_BASELINE <Real 

values>

Action: COMPILE_BUILD <Real values>

Action: INSTALL_BUILD <Real values>

test:2

Action: INSTALL_BUILD <Real values>

qa:1

Action: PREPARE_BASELINE <Real values>

Action: COMPILE_BUILD <Real values>

Action: PRODUCT_DELIVERY <Real 

values>

Action: ENV_UPDATE_NOTIFICATION 

<Real values>

DEV

test

TEST

2

Pre_TEST

1

QA

qa 1dev 1

Branches DEV TEST QA

 
Fig. 3.7. Example of EAF models. 
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4. APPROBATION AND TESTING OF MODEL–DRIVEN  

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY 

Preparation for Experiments and Plan 

To automate the creation of EAF models, prototype of software has been designed. Tool has 

been designed and developed by RTU student by individual task of programming. During 

implementation of tool, the following technologies have been used: .NET, HTML5, CSS un 

JavaScript, jQuety, KineticJs. Software prototype has been validated by the author of the 

present Thesis. 

The mentioned tool allows creating the following EAF models: 

 Environment Model; 

 PIAM model; 

 PSAM model. 

Additionally, the tool supports transformations from EM to PIAM model using 

transformation rules “E–>P”. 

For the purpose of experiment, a competence group composed of employees of Tieto Latvia 

Ltd has been established. The group included senior and leading technical specialists who in 

their daily work deal with configuration management process automation. 

Experiments have the following aims: 

 To compare configuration management automation implementation time with that of 

old methods and EAF methodology. 

 To compare the incorrect number of builds before and after the implementation of the 

EAF methodology. 

 Based on comparisons, to determine the changes in the configuration management of 

automation implementation time, incorrect number of builds in the project, as well as 

the total number of builds. 

Conditions for experiments: 

 There is at least one active software development project, which has at least one test 

environment. 

 In the project, the configuration management of software is implemented, the main 

configuration management tasks described in the first chapter of the Thesis are 

realized.  

 Configuration management process is at least partially automated.  

Methods and activities of experiments: 

 For experiments five software development and maintenance projects have been 

selected. In order to increase the reliability of the experiment, projects with different 

development technologies have been selected. 

 For competence group of specialists working at Tieto Latvia Ltd, training courses have 

been organized, where specialists have been introduced with the offered methodology 

and models. 

 The Solution Choice Module for storing configuration management solutions 

described in the previous chapter has been developed. Leading programmers have 

developed software that allows one to manage automation solutions for configuration 

management tasks. The software consists of the following elements: 

o Oracle database re–used for automation solution storage. 

o Oracle ADF–form that allows one to enter in the database a new configuration 

management automation solution. 
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o  Oracle ADF–form that receives the ready PIAM model and allows one to choose 

from the mentioned database an automation solution for each configuration 

management activity. As a result, the PSAM model is obtained. 

 The established Solution Choice Module has been supplemented with solutions during 

the following steps: 

o Table “ContinuousIntegrationServer” replenishment with solutions for 

configuration management servers. In this table, information about each 

configuration management server used in the experiments has been placed.  

o Configuration Manager, who was responsible for each individual experimental 

project, was able to  draw up instructions on how to install the configuration 

management server, to determine tools, which are necessary in addition, as well as 

summarize the existing solutions that ease the preparation of configuration 

management server. When it is done, all the information mentioned above should 

be placed in the database in table “ContinuousIntegrationServer”. The following 

attributes are filled in the table: 

 Platform — a platform, where a specific configuration management server 

functions; 

 SolutionName — a unique name of server; 

 NeededTools — a tool list necessary to be implemented in order to activate the 

configuration management server; 

 SetupNotes — detailed instructions of configuration management server 

installation; 

 LocationsOfSolutions — a location of complete solution (if there is one) 

o Filling of table “Solution”. Every configuration manager, who is responsible for a 

particular software project, needs to restructure the corresponding automation 

solutions in such a way as provided in the PSAM model and the Solution Choice 

Module. Restructuring the existing  automation solutions, each of them is placed in 

the table “Solution” filling in the following table attributes: 

 Platform — a platform, in which a given automation solution functions; 

 Action — which automates configuration management activities; 

 SolutionName —a unique name of automation solution; 

 NeededTools — tools that are needed for solution implementation and use; 

 LocationsOfSolutions — re–executable location of the code. 

 Description — additional instructions for implementation of the solution. 

 The evaluation criteria of EAF methodology indicators necessary for the calculation 

have been developed. For each of five projects from Tieto Latvia  Ltd the following 

data have been obtained: 

o Time spent on the configuration management process for the initial deployment. 

o The average time per week spent on the configuration management process for 

regular maintenance. 

o Number of weeks until the intended end date of the project. 

From each project configuration management database the following information has been 

obtained: 

 The amount of software build, 

 The amount of erroneous software build. 

In each of the five projects, the implementation of EAF methodology experiment has been 

carried out according to the following plan: 

 The environment model has been created. The model includes the entire development 

and test environment, as well as the operating environment. 

 Environment Model has been transformed into the PIAM model and the SCBM model.  
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 Configuration Manager works with the Solution Choice Module, supplements 

configuration management activities in the PIAM model with implementations details. 

As a result, the PSAM model has been obtained. 

 From the PSAM model, the SM model has been obtained, which shows all tools 

needed to integrate with each other. 

 Configuration Manager develops the Service Model (SM) and management system of 

source code according to the SCBM model. 

 PSAM model has been implemented into the configuration management server. 

 The time has been fixed, which has been consumed starting with the formation of the 

Environment Model and ending with the PSAM model implementation. 

 Software configuration management process has functioned following the EDF 

methodology within three months. Subsequently, the following indicators have been 

fixed: 

o The average time per week necessary to maintain the process and the process of 

correction of errors. 

o The amount of software build. 

o The amount of erroneous software build. 

 The meeting has been held, in which the members of competence group examined time 

spent and the number of the builds  acquired originally and during the experiment. 

 

Evaluation Criteria of Model–Driven Approach 

For evaluation of the EAF methodology, the following evaluation criteria have been 

developed: 

 The time difference in the process of implementation. Criterion, which shows the 

percentage difference between time spent on implementation of configuration 

management automation following the old techniques and the new EAF 

methodologies. If the value is positive, it means that the implementation of process 

following the new methodology takes more time than the implementation following 

old techniques. 

 Time difference of regular maintenance. Criterion, which shows the percentage 

difference between time necessary for manual maintenance process before and after 

the implementation of the EAF methodology. If the value is negative, it means that 

after the EAF methodology less time is required for manual maintenance process 

automation. By contrast, in the case of positive values, you need to consume more time 

for maintenance process after the EDF methodology. 

 Time difference of common maintenance. A criterion that allows one to judge on 

the long–term gains of EDF methodology. It takes into account the time for project 

completion, time necessary for the implementation of the EAF and time necessary for 

the implementation of the EAF and the time consumed on the average for manual 

maintenance process before and after the implementation of the EAF. It shows the 

percentage difference between the common time that would be required to maintain 

the process until the end of the project following the old techniques and common time 

that would be required in processes due to the implementation of the EAF. 

 Erroneous build difference. This criterion shows in percentage changes in the 

number of erroneous builds in a project after the implementation of the EAF 

methodology. 

 Common number difference of builds. This criterion shows in percentage changes 

in the common number of builds in a project after the implementation of the EAF 

methodology. 
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Table 4.1 shows the calculated evaluation criteria of the project. 
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Time difference of automation process  

Figure 4.1 shows a schedule, where the horizontal axis contains the project number, and a 

vertical axis — the time difference of implementation as a percentage. 

 
Fig. 4.1. Time difference of automation process implementation comparison by the project. 

 

Analysis of Changes in the Number of Erroneous Builds  

Figure 4.2  shows changes in the number of the erroneous builds after implementation of the 

EAF methodology in all five projects. Schedule reveals another significant benefit of the EAF 

methodology: the reduction of erroneous build number. The tendency of reduction shows  an 

average reduction of 38 % in the number of erroneous builds. 
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Fig. 4.2. The difference in the number of erroneous bulds. 

 

Conducting experiments mentioned above and analyzing their results, the following EAF 

methodology benefits have been detected: 

 Methodology reduces the time that is required for configuration management process 

routine maintenance. Due to the fact that all configuration management activities are 

fulfilled from a centralized place, the level of automation and transparency increases. 

All activities have an appropriate source code that allows avoiding manual operations. 

Conducting experiments in five projects, time needed to process the daily maintenance 

of software has decreased by an average of 16 percent 

 The methodology significantly reduces the number of erroneous builds. Creating the 

source code for each configuration management operation in practice some steps are 

reviewed, additional quality checks are added, error handling and logging system is 

improved. This has allowed reducing the number of erroneous builds by an average of 

38 percent.  

 The implementation of configuration management automation takes less time than 

after implementation provided by old techniques. The Solution Choice Module 

contains finished and tested solutions for individual configuration management 

activity automation. Experiments have shown that if the Solution Choice Module 

contains implementations for configuration management activities, then the time of 

process implementation after the EAF methodology is reduced by an average of 34 

percent. 

Table 4.2 provides the summary of EAF methodology shortages. 
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Table 4.2 

EAF Methodology Shortages 

Sequence number 

of shortage 
Description 

1 The structure of the Solution Choice Module. As a result of experiment,  

it has been discovered that it is too extensive to structure a configuration 

management source code by the main configuration management tasks 

(compile, deploy, prepare baseline). In this case, functions contain a lot 

of parameters and functions; body contains a lot of ramifications. 

2 The structure of the Environment Model. The existing interpretations of 

the Environment Model restrict the projects very much. Firstly, in the 

Environment Model the possibility should be provided that software 

transmission between environments will take place in several events 

(Event), and ConfigurationItemFlow can also be subdivided depending 

on project specifics. Secondly, as noted by the reviewers of conference 

article and technical specialists, definitions Event and 

ConfigurationItemFlow are not intuitively understandable. Thus, it 

would be necessary to find a way to more easily structure configuration 

management activities, which transmit software changes between the 

environments. In addition, during environment modeling, the 

configuration manager should provide the opportunity to more freely 

structure activities by events and streams. Finally, the definitions of 

event and flow should be reviewed in order to make definitions 

intuitively understandable for configuration managers. 

3 The essence of PIAM model. A set of actions described in 

 PIAM meta–model, not complete. It should be possible to attach new 

activities. In addition, transformation from the  EM to PIAM model 

extremely imitates the projects, for which additional steps not defined 

in the transformation laws should be carried out. When submitting 

descriptions of models in scientific conferences MODELSWARD 

2015, there was a suggestion to combine the EM and PIAM models, 

allowing the user to choose by himself activities, as well as extend a 

set of actions in the meta–model. 

4 Source code branching model does not reflect a variety of source code 

management strategies. There are projects that already have other 

strategies, and in this case the implementation of EAF methodology is 

impeded by the fact that the methodology requires a certain branching 

approach. Therefore, there is a suggestion to serve the branching 

approach only as a recommendation, but to leave some freedom for the 

branch project name and the branching approach choice. 

5 Service model does not provide action with several instances and 

technologies. Let us suppose that there is a situation, when a particular 

software release description needs information from a number of 

different application processing systems. In this case, the Service model 

has to be flexible enough to allow different systems to connect so that 

the functions should not take into account the specifics of the project. 

 

The main results of development of the EAF methodology and results of its testing are 

represented in the following scientific papers: [BAR 2014a, BAR 2014b, BAR 2014c, BAR 

2014d, BAR 2014e, BAR 2015]. 
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Justification of the Need for the Second Phase Development of EAF Methodology and 

Repeated Experiment 

The results of experiments have shown that the EAF methodology allows reducing the time 

of configuration management automation implementation. Introducing configuration 

management automation to five projects reduces the implementation time by an average of 34% 

tcompared to introduction of automation by old methods. This tendency on the one hand allows 

concluding that the aim of this Thesis has been achieved. However, during the experiment, as 

well as while publishing the EAF methodology foundations in international conference 

proceedings, essential prerequisites for the second round of development have been reviled: 

 Solution Choice Module. When configuration management automation has been 

introduced in the last of five projects, it has been established that a re–executable exit 

code becomes difficult to maintain. When discussing the results with specialists of 

leading competence group, who participated in the organization of experiment, it has 

been found out that the existing implementation of the EAF methodology is unable to 

fully provide the repeatedly usable source code for automation processes. 

 Reviewer’s article reviews [BAR 2015]. It should be noted that this article will be 

applied for Conference MODEL AWARD 2015 especially dedicated to both MDA 

and MDD latest achievements. Even though the article has been accepted, one of the 

reviewers has noted significant deficiencies  in the PIAM model, which essentially 

restricts software configuration managers to create new operations as well as change 

their order. The reviewer has recommended to combine the Environment Model and 

the platform independent operation model, so that the user could freely simulate not 

only the environments but also activities. 

Due to the fact that the Solution Development Module, EM and PIAM models are the basic 

elements of the EAF methodology and these elements need modifications, it has been decided 

to organize the second development round of the EAF methodology. The main objective has 

been to improve the structure of solution choice module and to combine the EM and PIAM 

models. 

Taking into account that at the final stage of experiment the EAF methodology basics and 

the results of experiment have been published in scientific papers, in the methodology it has 

been necessary to change basic elements. The second round of experiment is necessary,  

because a number of basic elements of EAF methodology will be changed and, as a result, it 

will become different. Consequently, it will be necessary to make sure that the first version 

deficiencies are rectifieda and no benefits are destroyed. 

5. IMPROVEMENT OF THE EAF METHODOLOGY 

Database Solutions 
Database solutions — a method that shows how to keep re–applicable automation solutions 

for configuration management activities and use these solutions in the EAF models. The method 

includes the re–used structure of solutions and solution selection algorithm. Figure 5.1 shows 

the structure of database solutions. 
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Platform 1
Platform 2
Platform 3

Linux_shellLinux_shell

Framework 1
Framework 2
Framework 3

SUBVERSIONSUBVERSION subversion_functions.sh
(Reusable functions)

GET_NEW_REVISIONS() – get new SVN revisions
SUBVERSION_MERGE() – merge two SVN branches

SUBVERSION_COMMIT() – commit changes
...

Actions of Software Configuration 
Management

(Defined in PIEM model)
getRevisions()

prepareBaseline() 

subversion_common_variables.sh
(Environment variables, implementation 

notes)

JAVA_HOME, SVN_HOME, etc.
 

Fig. 5.1. Improved structure of Database solutions. 

 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, all re–applicable solutions are grouped into platforms and 

frameworks. In turn, each frame has the following key attributes: 

 Configuration management activities, which are automated with the help of the EAF 

methodology and defined by the modeling environment project. 

 Repeatedly enforceable functions. 

 Environment variables and framework implementation guidance.  

Working with Database solutions within EAF shown in Fig. 5.1  , the Configuration Manager 

performs the following steps: 

 Selects the platform for all configuration management activities to be implemented. 

At this point, only frames that match the chosen platform become available to the 

configuration manager. 

 A framework is selected for each operation. At this point, the configuration manager 

receives the frame functions as a re–used source code for a specific platform and 

instructions for framework implementations. 

 

Platform Independent Environment Model (PIEM) 

This model is the combination of EM and PIAM models defined in the previous chapter, 

which not only shows the project environment similar to the EM model, but also allows the 

configuration manager in a moment to define the configuration management action framework. 

Like the EM model, the new PIEM model does not contain any details of the configuration 

management activity implementations for a specific platform. Figure 5.2 provides the example 

of a newly developed model PIEM. 
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test_delivery

DEV Move 

DEV_TO_TEST

Implements

Has job

Actions
prepareBaseline()

makeBuild()
deployBuild()

sendNotification()

Has actions

TEST

Environment

Application servers
Database servers

Webservices
Internal tools

Firewall
... 

DEV – development
TEST – testing

PROD – production

 
Fig. 5.2. Platform Independent Environment Model. 

 

In the improved version of the EAF methodology, the following improvements have been 

carried out: 

 Modified Solution Database; 

 Combined EM and PIAM models by creating PIEM (From platform independent 

environment model). The main objective was to allow the configuration manager by 

himself to define the structure of the automated configuration management activities. 

 Introduced source model — a directory and file structure, which automatically 

generates from a platform specific operation model taking into account the specific 

platform and specific programming language laws.  

Figure 5.3 demonstrates the EAF advanced version of model based on the example. 

An example that is seen in Fig. 5.3 illustrates the situation, when one software development 

project has two environments: DEV — development environment  and TEST — test 

environment. It is necessary to regularly transfer software changes from the development to test 

environment. The process has to be fully automated. It has been  decided that automation will 

be implemented with the help of Jenkins continuous integration server. The server will be 

installed on the Linux platform and configuration management activities will be automated by 

Linux shell scripts. EAF task is to generate a source code for the mentioned scripts. 

Figure 5.3 shows the EAF models and operational steps: 

 Configuration Manager environment, when modeling environment and configuration 

management activities model the PIEM model; 

 PSAM (Platform Specific Operation Model) model is formed from the PIEM. 

Configuration management operation structure, which is marked in the PSAM model 

with green, is copied from the PIEM model. In turn, implementation details are granted 

by the Configuration Manager by selecting for each operation framework from the 

Solution Database. 

 From the PSAM model, the Code Model is generated, which is a set of Linux shell 

scripts in configuration management operation defined by the PIEM model for 

automation. 
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Configuration
Manager

Configuration
Manager

Solution Database

PIEM (Platform Independent Environment Model)

DEV Move 

test_delivery DEV_TO_TEST

Implements

Has job

Actions
prepareBaseline()

makeBuild()
deployBuild()

Has actionsTEST

PSAM (Platform Specific Action Model)

Project Name

test_delivery

DEV_TO_TEST

Actions:
prepareBaseline()

makeBuild()
deployBuild()

FrameworkCommonVariables

SUBVERSION

CommonVariables:
(JAVA_HOME, SVN_HOME, ..)

subversion_functions.shReference

Code Model

ProjektsProjekts

dev_to_test.sh

BuildServerJobsBuildServerJobs
test_deliverytest_delivery

FrameworkVariablesFrameworkVariables SUBVERSIONSUBVERSION

subversion_common_variables.sh

 
Fig. 5.3. Practical application of improved EAF models. 

Testing of Improved Version of the EAF Methodology  

When testing a new version of the EAF methodology, experiments have been carried out 

with the same projects described in the previous chapter. In order to compare the experiment 

results with the first round of experiments, the same evaluation criteria and the same 

characteristics have been used. Table 5.1 demonstrates the criteria for the second round of 

experiments. 

Table 5.1 

Summary of the Results of Second Round Experiments 
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Thanks to improvements in the EAF methodology, the implementation time of process has 

been significantly reduced. The average grade of implementing the processes for time reduction 

in all five projects is 65 percent, which is a very good indicator, considering that initially the 

Solution Database is empty. Figure 5.1 shows the schedule, in which the time difference 

between the introduction the first and second experiment round is compared. 

 

 
Fig. 5.2. Time comparison of process implementation for two iterations. 

 

Analyzing the results of second round experiments, the following benefits of the EDF 

methodology have been detected: 

 Introducing the EAF methodology in the mentioned five projects, the configuration 

management automation implementation time decreased by an average of 65 percent. 

This shows the tendency, that the use of an existing automation solution really allows 

significantly reducing the introduction of automation into new projects. 

 EAF methodology helps to release the project from manual operations in configuration 

management process maintenance. Thanks to the methodological principles of 

configuration management executable source code, manual operations are no longer 

made. Experiment shows that in the project with a relatively low degree of automation, 

the EAF methodology significantly improves it. 

The EAF methodology in experimental projects has reduced the number of erroneous builds 

by 49 percent. The experiments has shown that thanks to the smart error handling and automated 

tool mutual integration, the number of erroneous builds in the project decreases. Thanks to the 

Solution Choice Module complete restructuring the number of erroneous builds is even about 

10 % less. This tendency demonstrates storage of the re–used source code for configuration 

management automation. 

The improved version of the EAF methodology and results of experiments of second 

iteration have been published in the scientific paper [BAR 2015a]. 
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THE MAIN RESEARCH RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER 

RESEARCH 

The aim of the Thesis has been to develop the Model–Driven approach and methodology for 

configuration management process automation implementation, which would allow reducing 

the time of the introduction of automation and improving the quality automation process. To 

achieve the aim, the following steps have been made: 

 The existing solutions and approaches to the automation of configuration management 

process have been examined. 

 The main benefits and disadvantages in the latest configuration management 

automation solutions have been identified. 

 An approach and methodology for automation of configuration management process 

have been developed. 

 A prototype for automation of new methodology implementation has been developed. 

 Criteria for new methodology evaluation have been developed. 

 Configuration management automation in software development projects have been 

implemented and following the developed criteria methodology benefits and 

drawbacks have been defined. 

 The improved version of methodology has been developedthat eliminates 

shortcomings identified as a result of experiment . 

 Experiments have been repeated and practical evidence has been gained that the 

improved version of methodology has removed initially identified deficiencies. 

Within this Thesis the methodology has been developed and all new models have 

experimentally been analyzed in order to verify the hypotheses. Experimental results have 

shown the following: 

 The first hypothesis has demonstrated the comparison of configuration management 

automation implementation time using the old methods, when existing solutions have 

not been re–used. Results of experiments have shown the tendency that using the EAF 

methodology can implement automation approximately twice as fast. In experiments 

average was 65 %. 

 The second hypothesis has proven by comparing with each other configuration 

management automation timing of introduction after a new methodology for different 

projects. Experiments have shown that, initially, when the existing solution database 

is empty and all the solutions have to be constructed from zero, the gain is only 9 

percent. In turn, the longer the solutions exist in the database and develop, then they 

become more stable and automation implementation time decreases. In the last project, 

in which automation has been implemented, the implementation time decreased by 96 

percent compared with the introduction without EAF Model–Driven approach.  

While analyzing literature, working with different tools for solving tasks of configuration 

management and developing a new methodology, it has been concluded: 

 Nowadays, the configuration management processes are often incompletely defined, 

emphasizing only some of the tasks, which are mentioned by industry experts, quality 

standards and scientific studies. 

 Another tendency noticed by the author of this Thesis is that the configuration 

management tends to be regarded simply as a set of tools. Sometimes the industry 

professionals believe that installing the tools, processes can be considered introduced 

and they no longer have to worry about them. 

 This position has led to losses not only for projects in Latvia but also around the world. 

No matter what tools are used in the project, it is important to choose the effective tool 
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implementing methodology, which could effectively choose, configure tools, as well 

as make recommendations performing configuration management process activities. 

Results of the research have been used in research projects and in one RTU Course “Applied 

Computer Software” in the study process: 

 The execution of the project by the Latvian Council of Science “The Development of 

Models and Methods for Constructive Intellectual Software Based on Dispersive 

Artificial Intellect, Knowledge Management and Progressive Web Technologies”  ( 

Prof. J. Grundspenkis); The development of Model–Driven software management 

methods. 

 The European Commission’s 7th FP project eINTERASIA “ICT Transfer Concept for 

Adaptation, Dissementation and Local Exploitation of European Research Results in 

Central Asia’s Countries”, 2013–2015 (project coordinator — prof. Leonid Novitsky); 

The development of manegements models in software framework. 

 The study course “Applied Computer Software”. Learning tool has been developed 

(subject “Applied Computer Software” / L. Novitsky, V. Kotov, A. Lesovskis A. 

Bartusevičs, RTU, 2012. – 67 p.; Section: Applied Software Configuration 

Management). 

 National research project VVP Y8089 “Cyber Physical Systems, Ontologies and 

Biofotonita for Safe and Easy City and the Public (since 2014) — Software 

Configuration Management”. 

Further development directions of the Doctoral Thesis: 

 Environment initial installation process formalization. Currently, the EAF 

methodology requires that all environments have already been established. However, 

actually, at the very beginning of software development project environments are 

created from zero: the operating system, application servers, databases, configures 

firewalls and so on are installed. 

 The EAF methodology compliance should be accessed for the most popular quality 

standards and guidelines, such as CMMI, ISO, ITIL, etc. 

 One more model should be developed that would allow automatically generating a 

configuration management plan from the PEM, PSAM and CM models. 
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